91% of mentees agree and strongly agree that they could communicate with their mentors whenever different issues came up throughout their first year of college.

“Being a PEER mentee allowed me to start off my year at USC with ease, knowing that I have at least one person to easily talk to. My mentor was welcoming and open-minded, which made it easy for me to open up...”

91% of mentees and 100% of mentors agree or strongly agree that their PEER mentorship was built on trust.

71% of PEER mentors were able to identify at least 3 historical moments that have shaped the Asian American and Pacific Islander Experience

A mentor expressed: “PEER is great. There is a potential to foster a stronger community, one that can immerse the mentees in the broader APA community at USC.”

71% of PEER mentors were able to identify at least 3 historical moments that have shaped the Asian American and Pacific Islander Experience

67% of PEER mentors expressed that weekly supervisions were only “slightly helpful”. Reformatting mentor supervisions to stay relevant and current for mentors.

Both mentees and mentors suggested for APASS to host more social events.

Although 71% of PEER mentors were able to identify at least 3 historical moments that have shaped the Asian American and Pacific Islander experience, only 43% of PEER mentees were able to.

Increase South Asian and Pacific Islander participation.

New Directions

67% of PEER mentors expressed that weekly supervisions were only “slightly helpful”. Reformatting mentor supervisions to stay relevant and current for mentors.

Both mentees and mentors suggested for APASS to host more social events.